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CapaciTorr® HV
HIGHLIGHTS
General Features
£ High pumping speed for all active gases
£ High sorption capacity and increased lifetime
£ Constant pumping speed in HV and UHV pressure
region
£ Reversible pumping of hydrogen and its isotopes
£ Operation in the presence of high magnetic fields
£ Oil free and vibration free
£ Low weight
£ Fast pumpdown after air venting and without baking
£ Capable of coping with large air leaks
£ Suitable for viton sealed systems

Applications
£ Improving ultimate vacuum in combination with ion,
diffusion, cryogenic or turbomolecular pumps
£ Surface analysis systems
£ Particle accelerators, synchrotron radiation sources
and related equipment
£ Process pumps for vacuum devices and deposition
chambers

CapaciTorr HV: high vacuum NEG Pumps
Early NEG pumps, developed by SAES Getters in the 70s’, used mechanically
compressed St 707® getter powder (Zr-V-Fe).
The replacement in the 90s’ of compressed getters with sintered getters (St
172®) was a major technological step forward. These two getter alloys became
the benchmark in different UHV applications. CapaciTorr HV pumps use the new
sintered porous getter alloy ZAO®.
Due to the ability of ZAO to sorb large amount of air, water and CO/CO2, the
CapaciTorr HV is the first NEG pump which can be routinely used in the high vacuum
regime (i.e., 10-7 - 10-9 Torr).
To achieve this, the CapaciTorr HV pump has to be operated at moderate
temperature (around 200°C).
The operation temperature and the peculiar nature of the ZAO alloy allow
reactivating the pump after a very long operation period.
If required, the pump can also be used at room temperature in UHV environments.
Pumps are available in CF35, CF63, CF150, and CF200 flanges.
The pumping speed for H2 ranges between 210 l/s and 2100 l/s. The pumping
speeds and capacities for water and air are also remarkably high.
The pump is provided with an external housing to stabilize the pump temperature
and minimize the power consumption during operation (5-50 W, depending on the
model). Versions without the housing are also available. The NEG cartridge can be
easily replaced once saturated.
Typical applications are in the field of particle and medical accelerators, colliders
with large gas load, LINAC, booster, synchrotron beamlines in high vacuum, film
deposition systems.
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£ Thin films deposition systems
£ Portable vacuum instrumentation
£ Pumping, storing and releasing hydrogen isotopes
£ Plasma machines
£ Hydrogen traps
£ Impurities removal in rare gas filled devices
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